
Name: Verifex

Real Name: Gregers Gryson Codename: Verifex

Rank: Brigadier General – NATO

Concept: Hermit/Recluse

Nature: Analyst

Physical 

STR: 3

DEX: 3

Drive = 2 Firearms = 3
Martial Arts = 4

STA: 4

Endurance = 3
Resistance = 3

Mental

PER: 5

Awareness = 5
Investigation = 4

INT: 5

Criminology = 5 Computer Prgramming = 4
Computer Hacking = 4 Bueaucracy = 3
Computer Engineer = 4 Forensic Science = 3
Language (Germanic, Romance) = 2

WIT: 4

Social 

APP: 3

MAN: 5

Streetwise = 1 Interrorgation = 3
Subterfuge = 5

CHA: 3

Command = 3



Background

Cypher = 3
Contacts = 5
Resources = 4
Backing = 5

Willpower = 5
Quantum = 2
Initiative = 5

Walk = 7m
Run = 15m
Sprint = 27m

Origins

Gregers Gryson joined the Oslo Police Department as a forensic computer analyst straight after
finishing a MSc in Computer Science. At the end of 2002 he was assigned to assist the Trondheim
police in the investigation of a rape homicide with satanic overtones. Whilst revisiting the crime
scene alone, the biker gang responsible returned, and after beating him half to death, threw him into
a river covered with ice.

Three months later, south of Tromso, a Royal Marine Commando training party came across his
body whilst practising submergence survival. But rather than recovering a corpse, the stress of the
attack caused Gryson to erupt and adapt in order to survive.

His ability to survive extreme conditions is however minor when compaired with how the eruption
has sharpened his mind. Gryson is one of the most intelligent people on the planet, with the ability
to analyse vast amounts of data and draw accurate conclusions from disparate sources. 

Realising the potential of such a person, the Norwegian government immediately recruited him with
the help of NATO into the intelligence world, and even created a new rank for him – Warrant
Brigadier General with Carte Blanche over all Nova affairs.

Regrettably, the authorities were so elated to have a nova actively co-operating with them, they
ignored anything that may cast a shadow on their chosen one. The events surrounding Grysons
eruption have caused him to become mildly paranoid, megolomanical and exceptionally ruthless
when his own safety is threatened. In addition to his intelligence being enhanced, his ability to
maipulate people was also augmented, and in the last two years has effectively seized control of
Norway and all Intelligence operations in NATO all without raising suspicions.

Infact the only area where he has minimal influence is ironically within ENA. ENA's EU origins
have created a degree of prejudice against anyone with the suggestion of pro-american/anti-
european integration attitudes. This is however being undermined by the fact that he regularly
provides classified intelligence to ENA and regularly helps european police forces solve otherwise
impossible crimes, in addition to ensuring that nova crimes remained covered up.

Publically Gryson is pretty much ignored by the international press, spending his time either
lecturing in computer science at Tromso university, consulting with european police forces and
governments and writing open source software for desktops at a rate that has microsoft having
palpitations.



Mega Attributes:

Stamina – 2

Adaptability
Resiliency

Dexterity – 1

Accuracy

Perception – 4

Holographic Awareness
Fast Sense
Body Language
Enhanced Reflexes

Intelligence – 4

Analyse Weakness
Eidetic Memory
Investigative Prodigy
Computer Prodigy
Encrypted Thoughts

Wits – 3

Lie Detector
Foresight
Hypercognition

Manipulation – 4

The Voice
Persuader

 Hypnotic Gaze
(remaining free slot used for encrypt thoughts)

Quantum Powers:

Luck
Psychic Shield


